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PROJECT MANAGERS
RUN A LOT OF
MEETINGS!!!
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• So given that fact, let’s
see what we can do.
• We are going to spend
the next few minutes
talking about meetings.
• In the end, you’ll have the
skills needed to run a
successful meeting.
• BUT… Not every meeting
is successful; accept that
fact!
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First… You Know What to Do

You have all
attended
meetings.

Many of you
may have
HOSTED
meetings.

You have the
knowledge and
experience; let’s
put it to work…
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Exercise

• Answer these questions:
– What are some characteristics of a
good meeting that you’ve attended?
– What are some characteristics of a bad
meeting that you’ve attended?
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Not So Good

Agenda and invitations are sent as far Invitations are sent last-minute; no
in advance as possible
agenda included
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Good

Not So Good

Agenda and invitations are sent as far Invitations are sent last-minute; no
in advance as possible
agenda included
Voice and/or Video Conferencing
information set-up if necessary

Last-minute Voice or Video
Conferencing set-up; time wasted

Someone designated to take notes;
produce minutes (as needed)

Meeting host takes notes; loses
control while writing

Start meeting on time; keep to
schedule

Keep others waiting for 1-2 late
arrivals

Stay on agenda; don’t let meeting get Verbal people take over the meeting
out of control
End on time; send out minutes,
especially action items

No follow-up to the meeting
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Meeting Preparation

• Make sure your invitation answers the key
question… “Why Do I Have To Attend?”
• People are loaded with meetings; your
invitation has to give them a clear reason as to
why they need to attend yours.
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Meeting Preparation

• Send the invitation and agenda as early as
possible. If new agenda items come up, send
an update.
• Make sure invite includes the phrase “If you
cannot attend, please send someone who can
represent you and your team”.
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Meeting Preparation
• Send a reminder e-mail to all participants either the afternoon
before (if a morning meeting) or the morning of the meeting.
• If you ordered food or other refreshments, confirm with the food
services people that the refreshments will be there.
• Get to the meeting location before anyone else. Make sure you
are ready to start on time.
• Dial into the conference bridge (if used).
• Greet people as the enter the meeting room and/or join on-line.
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Running the Meeting
• Make sure everyone in the room is identified if people are dialing
in via conference phone.
• If anyone is new to the team, make sure they introduce
themselves and that everyone else gives a brief introduction to
them.
• Review the meeting agenda and ask if anyone has any other
topic(s) they’d like to add. Say that those topics will be covered
as time allows.
• Begin the meeting with something like “We have a lot to cover so
let’s try to stay on topic. If something comes up that requires
further discussion, we may ask for that to be discussed at a
separate meeting.”
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Running
the
Meeting

• Make sure that everyone who
wants to participate is given a
chance to do so.
• If you have someone who tries to
control the meeting – whether
intentional or not – make sure to
remind them that others have a
say as well.
• If a topic is taking longer than
necessary, ask that it be taken
‘off-line’, and people can then
report back to the next meeting.
• If this is a status meeting, you can
let each group ‘lead’ speak for
themselves. Or you can lead the
entire meeting and direct any
specific questions to the
appropriate group ‘lead’.
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Running
the
Meeting

• Unless absolutely necessary, do
NOT rehash something that was
discussed earlier in the meeting,
even if a key person comes late.
– If you do this, any
disagreements will be
resurfaced and you’ll pretty
much have to repeat an
entire section of the meeting.
• Make sure everyone is on the
‘same page’ before moving to
the next topic.
• If questions about what was said
or what actions have been
assigned come up, ask the note
taker to repeat that section.
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Closing the Meeting

• Confirm that every topic discussion was completed to
everyone’s satisfaction.
• If appropriate, inform people of your intention to have
a follow-up meeting.
• Tell people that minutes from the meeting will be
distributed soon, and that everyone should review the
minutes and send any corrections to you and your
‘note taker’
• Thank everyone – including those remotely – for
attending.
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Post
Meeting

• Review the meeting minutes
as soon after the meeting as
possible. Correct any errors.
• Send the meeting minutes,
along with a ‘thank you’
message, to all who
attended and all who were
invited but could not attend.
• Send invitations to the next
meeting as soon as possible
so the same people can
attend. New people means
starting some discussions all
over again; no time for that.
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Thanks for Attending!
ANY QUESTIONS?
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